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Arranging In-Home Help for a Loved One Who
Lives Far Away
Individuals often find they are caught between raising their children and helping their aging parents. live in
caregiver becomes extremely difficult at times, especially when the parent or parents don't live close. Many
people choose to turn to senior care providers for in-home care, but it can be difficult to do so from a
distance. How can a care provider be of help at this time?
Obtaining Care
First and foremost, a company should make it easy to discuss homecare and the services needed over the
phone. While the process does take time, the phone call is the first step. In addition, the care provider should
assist family members who wish to help their loved ones but don't live close. home health care services
should offer suggestions on how to offer this help and what steps may be taken when doing so.
Things Family Members May Do
A family member who does not live close will find there are plenty of ways to support a loved one. For senior
living , a family member may (with permission from the person) obtain medical information and research a
procedure or different treatment options. Another person may offer to take on managing the finances for the
loved one and ensuring all bills are paid on time. An additional option is for one person to be assigned the
task of updating all friends and family members regarding the person obtaining care and how they are
fairing.
During Visits
When a family member does come to visit, he or she can spend this time with their loved one. However, time
should be set aside to speak to the home health aide during the visit to see if any changes need to be made
to the care plan. This not only ensures everyone is on the same page with regard to the care, but also
provides peace of mind for distant family members.
Preparing for an Emergency
Health concerns often arise during the aging process. Families need to plan ahead to ensure everyone knows
what to do during an emergency. Make certain this plan includes information on the person's medical
history, any medications currently being taken, insurance benefits, and more. This information can then be
easily accessed and shared with the appropriate people during the crisis so the focus can quickly return to
restoring the loved one's health.
Caring for a loved one from afar is possible with the right team is in place. Finding a senior care provider
that offers the services your loved ones need is of great help in ensuring this assistance is provided. Choose
a care provider wisely for this reason.

